
REFLECTIVE WRITING POWERPOINT PRESENTATIONS

What reflective writing activities have you undertaken? Reflective writing involves 'consideration of the larger context, the
meaning, and the implications of an.

Example 1 Example 2 Example 3 It is interesting to read student reflections to have a better understanding of
what students are learning and finding most meaningful! Reflection for improvement is a goal for both
teaching and learning. Continue to next slide Does the reflective piece you are writing, analyzing, or scoring
analyze the connections between growth as a writer through a literacy strand s - reading, listening, speaking,
observing, and writing and skills as a writer? Reflective writing involves a process of self-assessment that can
be meaningful and memorable whether it is associated with classroom projects, portfolio reflections,
assessment activities, in journals about field or lab experiences, and much more. I liked the end product, but I
learned that it collaboration can involve frustrating moments. Remember all those times you read Bernstein
Bear books to me. His sense of humor makes his audience comfortable, yet at the same time he knows when it
is time to be serious. I need to learn to allow others to be in charge and take responsibility for their parts
instead of taking them on myself. The Bernsteins use punctuation marks at the end of exciting sentences which
makes it interesting and fun to read. I wanted my writing to be different and eye-catching. When you read to
me you and stop between each sentence for a second, it shows me that you are a fluent reader. Therefore,
when I read Bernstein Bear books I understand how using correct grammar makes your writing easier to read.
I need these turned in before I can complete my grading. Connecting reading to writing. Someday I want to
write a story that flows from the page to the reader like magic. Throughout his speech, he makes sure not.. By
reading Alice Walkers writing, I learned how to get the readers attention. Because I see how important it is to
use dialogue to make your writing more interesting. We had to use our class time, plus we had to email and
organize what all of us needed to do. Click to next side for an example. Sometimes it is hard for a group to
make a decision because there are so many ideas and thoughts. Though reading, practicing, and imitating
Walkers writing gave mine personality, a public speaker, Bonoyes, the rock starinfluenced my writing just as
much as Walker. Example Reflective Writing in Journals: Topic starter journaling ideas for field experiences:
Student Teaching If the student feels a course project is an example of their best work, the project may be
selected by the student for his or her graduation portfolio. I learned how make my point known. Different
people always provide various kinds of information, and I think that is very beneficial in working in a group.
This helps show me how to be a fluent reader. Before reading Walkers narrative, I sometimes had a difficult
time wording and giving order to my thoughts. Every experience lives on in further experiences. I had finally
bumped my writing level up a level. Students in Math will One part of the project that I think I would be able
to use in my classroom is the Mr. Bono uses humor in his speech, and it works. Does the reflective piece you
are writing, analyzing, or scoring develop a connection between growth as a writer Through a literacy strand s
reading, listening, speaking, observing and writing and skills as a writer? Continue to next slide Does the
reflective piece you are writing, analyzing, or scoring analyze the connections between growth as a writer
through a literacy strand s - reading, listening, speaking, writing and skills as a writer? Finding a time to meet
was tough, we did finally get together and everyone chipped in to due their part in the end. It helps me want to
be a fluent reader also. Even Bono said, Im certainly not here as a man of the cloth, unless that cloth isis
leather. I will be able to collaborate with faculty, students, and others in the future by allowing myself to open
up to new ideas that people have. Listening to the changes in your voice makes the story flow. I find that if
you have an open mind, things usually go more smoothly.


